
footed and Barnacle geese increasing in Iceland, Greenland,
and elsewhere in northern Europe, it seems natural that wild
Pink-foots and Barnacles might join Canada Goose flocks
heading southwest instead of following typical migration
routes south and east into Europe.

The bird on the right is a typical Barnacle Goose. The crisp,
high-contrast aspect and the squared tips to the feathers of

the upper parts confirm that this bird is an adult. This adult
Barnacle Goose was feeding in the company of the bird at left
and two other very similar “odd geese.” This group, first
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Barnacle Geese in North America have long been enigmatic
to birders and ornithologists. They are widely kept in cap-
tivity; however, increasing reports from the northeastern

U.S. and eastern Canada, coupled with North American band-
ing recoveries of Barnacle Geese in northern Europe, suggest a
wild origin for a substantial number of the records here (How-
ell et al. 2014).

Canada Geese breeding in Greenland regularly migrate to
eastern North America in substantial numbers, bringing with
them modest numbers of “Greenland” Greater White-fronted
Geese (subspecies flavirostris). With numbers of breeding Pink-

Analysis of the January/February Featured Photo

in our featured photo, the bird at right is a straightforward Barnacle Goose—a nice find in the ABA Area! But what about the
bird at left? Canada? Cackling? Both? Either/or? Something else? Although the answer may not be knowable without genetic
testing, the questions posed by this individual challenge us to be better birders. Photo by © Tom Johnson.
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reported by Michael Turso in December of 2013,
associated with Canada Geese and a Snow Goose
on a golf course in Bergen County, New Jersey. The
three oddities looked mostly like small Canada
Geese or Cackling Geese. However, the small size,
white facial markings, and dark chevron on the
breast point to hybrid parentage for these birds.
Their markings and close association with the adult
Barnacle Goose within the flock make it obvious
that the Barnacle was one of the parents of these
hybrids, and their overall look with the white
cheeks and black neck point toward Canada/Cack-
ling Goose as the second parent. The blended phe-
notype, appearing intermediate between a Barnacle
Goose and Canada/Cackling Goose suggests to me
that these are F1 hybrids; however, without con-
firmed observations of the other parent goose, this
assessment remains speculative.

So, which species is represented by the second
parent of these hybrids—Canada or Cackling goose?
A systematics perspective might suggest that closely
related species are more likely than distantly related
species to mate and produce hybrid offspring. Thus,
given that Cackling and Barnacle geese appear to be
more closely related than Cackling and Canada
geese (Paxinos et al. 2002), it might seem more
likely that Cackling represents the non-Barnacle par-
ent of these hybrid geese. Such soft evidence is far
from conclusive, however—especially when one
considers the well-documented record of hybrid
waterfowl with distantly related parents.

The overall body size of each hybrid goose was
quite similar to the Barnacle Goose, pointing toward
a smaller “American white-cheeked goose” as the
second potential parent. Annoyingly, small Canada
Geese (such as parvipes “Lesser” Canada Goose) and
large “Richardson’s” (hutchinsii) Cackling Geese can
approach each other in size. There’s also the looming specter of
hybridization between “Lesser” Canada Geese and “Richard-
son’s” Cackling Geese, recently described by Leafloor et al.
(2013). The overall size of the hybrids isn’t going to be too
helpful in sorting out the identity of the Canada/Cackling par-
ent in this goose equation.

Abandoning overall size, we’ll turn to bill structure.
Although the hybrid’s bill looks pretty similar to the short,
stubby triangle profile of Cackling Goose, it is unclear to me
what phenotypes might result from the blending of the
extremely small, stubby bill of a Barnacle Goose with the

One of the hybrid offspring stands alert with three Canada Geese. In this
posture, the hybrid’s neck appears long, and the bill seems more Canada-
like than during much of my observation period, when the birds appeared
to be relaxed. Photo by © Tom Johnson.

The adult Barnacle Goose (right) joins one of its hybrid adult off-
spring, demonstrating the similarity in size between the progeny and
the Barnacle. Photo by © Tom Johnson.

longer, unevenly tapering bill of a Canada Goose. Could a bill
produced by such a combination approach the structure of a
Cackling Goose bill? I think so. Bill structure seems to be
another “soft,” inconclusive point in this ID puzzle.

How does the upper-parts pattern of these hybrids contribute
to their identification? Adult “Richardson’s” Cackling Geese tend
to have upper parts with feathers forming a sharply contrasting
tri-tone pattern; this is the result of a dark subterminal bar and
a paler tip to each gray-brown feather. In contrast, adult Canada
Geese tend to have duller, less contrasting patterns on these
feathers. Our hybrids’ back pattern is similar to that of “Richard-
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son’s” Cackling Geese, although with a paler ground color.
However, a glance at the high-contrast features on the
upper-parts of a Barnacle Goose again raises the question
about the phenotypic result of blending Canada Goose
genes with those of a Barnacle Goose.

Let’s back up and think about the composition of this
fascinating group of geese. First, there are three hybrids

traveling with a Barnacle Goose that is presumably one of
their parents. But where is the other parent? Frequently,
young geese migrate with their parents in obvious fam-
ily units; while the hybrid geese present with the Barna-
cle are clearly adults based on the shape of their upper-
parts feathers combined with the presence of multiple
generations of body feathers, they appear to still travel
with one of their parents.

From my observations at a golf course in Bergen County,
New Jersey, in December 2013, these four birds kept to them-
selves, without any obvious second parent bird. When they
flew, they moved to a nearby lake alone, without any other
geese. An identical group was present in New Jersey during
the previous winter; given the rarity of Barnacle Geese in the
state compounded by the rarity of Barnacle x “American white-
cheeked goose hybrids,” I believed there was a reasonably
strong possibility that this group represented a returning fam-
ily that had wintered in North America for several years.

I did some explorations of eBird and Flickr, and noticed a
photo that showed a “Richardson’s” Cackling Goose joining the
family group in February 2013 at a location farther south in
New Jersey (Middlesex County). However, elsewhere in Janu-
ary and February 2013, a typical Canada Goose closely accom-
panied the Barnacle and hybrids at Spruce Run Reservoir in
Hunterdon County, New Jersey, according to Frank Sencher,
Jr. In my mind, the conflicting context of these observations
still leaves the identity of the second parent in question.

From a geographic perspective, it is unclear to me whether
such hybrids arise when a Barnacle Goose breeds with a
vagrant American goose within the range of Barnacle Goose,
or when a vagrant Barnacle Goose infiltrates a flock of Ameri-
can geese and then breeds in North America, or even as a result
of captive origin. While the increase in Barnacle Goose and
Pink-footed Goose records are attributed to increases of those
species in Greenland and Iceland (Howell 2014), small Amer-
ican white-cheeked geese taxa are rare there. In Greenland, for
instance, “Lesser” Canada Geese are unknown and “Richard-
son’s” Cackling Geese are rare (Fox et al. 2012). I favor the
speculative pathway that involves a wild vagrant Barnacle
Goose traveling to North America during fall migration, and
then ending up pairing, migrating, and breeding with a Canada

or Cackling goose in North America during the following year.
After all that, I’m not quite sure how to identify these birds.

Their small size and bills suggest a Cackling Goose as the non-
Barnacle parent of the three hybrids, but these tendencies seem
far from conclusive to me, given the difficulties that we in
North America have with distinguishing between small Canada
and large Cackling geese in the field. With recent reports of
hybrid Canada/Cackling x Barnacle Geese in North America
and the growing potential for future contact between these taxa,
I suspect that this issue is not close to being put to rest.
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In this posture, a hybrid goose appears similar in structure to a
Cackling Goose with its roughly squared head and stubby bill. The
white supraloral spot and dark breast help to confirm that this isn’t
an aberrant Cackling Goose. Photo by © Tom Johnson.


